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The importance of lending standards....

Lots of blame for the crisis placed on ‘originate-to-distribute’ models
of banking

Reduction in incentives to contain risk when originator is ultimately
divorced from the consequences of making a bad loan

In line with Gorton: ‘The Subprime Panic’ where originators maintain
significant interests in a loan even if it has been sold

‘Originate-to-distribute’ was around for a long time before
‘subprime’.....



The paper

Micro-level data on characteristics of granted loans

Some clarity - ‘Lending-standards’ are multi-faceted - decrease in one
area with an increase in an other does not imply an overall decline in
standards

Mortgage characteristics are an outcome of lending standards:
address the endogeneity problem of using LTV and interest rates -
riskier borrowers prefer higher LTV and interest rates.....



Findings

Evidence that underwriters compensated for declines in some areas
of lending standards (documentation, LTV) with increases in others
e.g. FICO scores (to return to later) - limitation in that cannot
measure if it is enough - but at least in the ‘prudent’ direction

On average loans underwritten in 2006 would have outperformed
those originated in 2001 or 2002 - but given the nature of
securitisation - i.e. breaking up into tranches it would be interesting to
include other parts of the distribution - e.g did the toxic waste get
more toxic?



Borrower’s choice......

Ex-ante indistinguishable borrowers choose from a menu of
contracts: product type, LTV and interest rate on the loan (third
choice is effectively redundant)......

.....but borrowers have an additional choice: NOT to take a mortgage
on the terms being offered



FICO

Figure: Table 12



FICO?

Figure: Table 12, focusing on FICO 620-659

Each diagonal should be roughly constant but look what happens in
2004 onwards........



Can the market really have expanded so rapidly without some decline in ‘standards?

Figure: Evolution of the subprime market


